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Abstract
Smart spaces are physical environments equipped with pervasive technology that sense and react to human activities and changes in the environment. End User Development (EUD) skills vary significantly among end users who want to develop software applications for their smart spaces. This paper presents a systematic approach for adopting reuse in EUD for smart spaces by using Software Product Line (SPL) concepts. End User (EU) SPL designers develop EU SPLs for smart spaces whereas end users derive their individual smart space applications from these SPLs. In particular, this paper presents a systematic approach for EU SPL designers to develop EU SPLs and end users to derive software applications for their spaces, an EUD environment that supports EU SPL development and application derivation, and a testing approach for testing EU SPLs and derived applications.

1. Introduction

The growing adoption of ubiquitous computing and the Internet of Things (IoT) have contributed to the advancement of smart spaces. Smart spaces are environments equipped with visual and audio sensing systems, pervasive devices, sensors, and networks that can perceive and react to people, sense on-going human activities and respond to them [1]. In smart spaces, ubiquitous computing focuses on the interaction of end users with the environment, whereas the IoT focuses on the interconnection of devices and services. EUD environments for smart spaces aim to enable end users to take advantage of the device connectivity and end user friendly user interfaces to create applications such as scheduling tasks, convenience through automation, energy management efficiency, health and assisted living [2].

A problem with existing EUD solutions is that they either target a specific group of end users or they assume end users have a baseline technical background. In fact, end users have different computer skills, personality characteristics, professional trainings [3] etc. Technical end users and domain experts, who have the technical ability to integrate pervasive technology in smart settings, can create sophisticated software for their smart spaces. Alternatively, professional software engineers can work with domain experts and end users to design and develop EU software. Less technical end users find it difficult to create software for their smart spaces due to a lack of technical knowledge, domain expertise, and/or difficulties using EUD environments for smart spaces [4]. It would therefore be beneficial to enable end users to reuse the work of technical experts to create software applications for their spaces.

Several quality issues have been reported in applications created by end users. Some of these include errors in the logic, compatibility issues, etc. [5]. The domain of End User Software Engineering (EUSE) is derived from software engineering and provides systematic approaches for end users to create quality software. Reuse is also one of the areas that EUSE identifies as promising for improving end user software quality and promoting end user development because typical end users do not design their software applications for reuse [5]. SPL technology addresses software reuse of requirements, designs and implementations. The problem is that current SPL methods target professional software engineers rather than end users. In an end user environment, the development process is more agile. End users are not familiar with prescriptive SPL methods and therefore changes are needed to define a SPL method to target end users. By adopting reuse, end users would avoid duplicating the work of others to create similar applications. In addition, reuse of more sophisticated and stable end user applications would increase adoption of EUD for smart spaces [6].

This paper describes a systematic EUD reuse approach and environment for smart spaces by using SPL concepts. Section 2 provides the rationale for the approach. Section 3 provides an overview of the EU SPL process for smart spaces. Section 4 describes the End User Software Product Line Prototype (EUSPLP) Development Environment used to develop EU SPLs and derive applications for smart spaces. Section 5 presents a testing approach for testing EU SPLs and derived applications. Section 6 describes the evaluation approach for this work utilizing the smart home EU SPL case study created by this research. Section 7 compares this research with related
work. Finally, section 8 provides conclusions and discusses future work.

2. Motivation for EU SPL Development

There are several issues in developing end user applications for smart spaces that can be addressed by applying the EU SPL approach described in this paper. One issue is EUD cost. In current EUD approaches for smart spaces, development cost increases with each application since there is no reuse, and hence applications from the same domain have to be re-developed for different EUD environments and smart spaces. By utilizing the EU SPL approach, there is an initial cost to design and develop the EU SPL. However, the EU application development cost will be lower, since several applications can be derived from the EU SPL to satisfy end user requirements for individual smart spaces.

Another issue is that current EUD approaches do not address variability in end user technical back-grounds and development capabilities. Current EUD environments provide a common user interface for all end users to design and develop applications for smart spaces. They do not address non-technical end user issues in developing EU applications. The EU SPL development environment developed by this research provides different user interface and work-flows for technical SPL designers to create EU SPLs, whereas it provides a simpler user interface for end users to derive applications.

Software reuse is limited in current EUD approaches. End users do not develop applications with the goal to reuse and even if they do, current EUD environments do not provide mechanisms for application reuse. Furthermore, end user applications have to be redeveloped for different EUD environments and smart spaces. On the other hand, EU SPLs promote reuse by designing and developing product line features that are realized by common, optional, and variant components and connectors. End user applications are derived by selecting EU SPL features for different EUD environments and smart spaces.

Requirements in EUD are usually unplanned and undocumented. End user requirements are too personalized to create applications that can be reused by other end users for different EUD environments. Furthermore, end users focus on implementation without taking the time to document requirements. Utilizing a systematic EU SPL approach, requirements are collected and documented through the EU SPL requirements elicitation process. Requirements are used to define the EU SPL features, feature groups and feature dependencies. Features are selected by end users to tailor the EU application to their needs.

Software design in end user applications is typically ad hoc. Non-technical end users are not familiar with software design methods and frequently develop low quality applications. Software design is an integral part of the EU SPL process. Technical EU SPL designers design product line features, feature dependencies, feature groups, software architectures, and reusable components that support different EUD environments and smart spaces. Non-technical end users reuse software designs by selecting features and components to derive applications for their smart spaces.

It can be challenging for non-technical end users to develop applications utilizing existing EUD environments for smart spaces. EUD difficulty increases with the complexity of the EU application. In EU SPLs, software development is performed by technical experts. End users derive complex applications for their spaces by selecting and configuring EU SPL features. A user study described by the authors [29] showed the feasibility of having non-technical end users select features from an EU SPL feature model and modify the feature model.

End user applications by non-technical end users are simplistic in nature. EUD environments for smart spaces provide limited user interfaces for developing complex applications. In EU SPLs, application functionalities are organized as SPL features that are realized by common and variable components and connectors. During application derivation, selected features and the corresponding software architecture are used to compose a highly configurable application.

In EUD, software testing is typically haphazard, leading to quality issues in applications developed by non-technical end users. The EU SPL process provides a systematic testing approach that can be used to test EU SPLs, derived applications, and end user application deployment in smart spaces.

3. EU SPL Process for Smart Spaces

The EU SPL process provides a systematic approach for EU SPL designers, who can be technical end users and/or domain experts, working with professional software engineers, to design and develop EU SPLs for smart spaces that end users can use to derive applications for their smart spaces. Figure 1 shows the EU SPL process. Similar to conventional SPL engineering processes [7], the EU SPL process consists of two sub-processes: (a) the End User Product Line Engineering (EUPLE) process in which the end user software product line is created, and (b) the End User Application Engineering (EUAE) process in which software applications are derived.

During the EUPLE process, EU SPL designers work with end users to collect requirements, define the product line scope, and create the product line feature model using the EU SPL requirements elicitation process. The feature model captures all the features of the product line and the dependency between them. After the requirements are created, analysis modeling is performed to define the reusable compo-
components and component interactions needed to realize each feature. During design modeling, the EU SPL architecture is created, feature/component dependency is determined, and component interfaces are defined. During EU SPL implementation, product line components are coded. Finally, during EU SPL testing, test cases are defined for the EU SPL features and feature combinations. There is feedback between the different phases of EUPL. In particular, issues and software defects identified during EU SPL testing are communicated to the corresponding phases where the issue was introduced. For example, if during testing, a software defect is found that is caused by conflicting features, the issue will be communicated to the EU Analysis Modeling, EU SPL Design Modeling and EU SPL Implementation phases. All artifacts created during the EU SPL engineering are stored in the End User SPL Repository.

During (EU) Application Engineering, end users select the product line features they need from the EU SPL and derive end user applications for their smart spaces. In detail, end users utilize the End User Application Requirements Selection process to select the product line features from the EU SPL feature model needed for their spaces. Based on the end user’s selections, the end user application architecture, components and test cases are derived from the EU SPL Repository. The EU Application Testing process ensures that the test cases are executed successfully against the derived applications. Finally, the derived application is deployed to the end user smart space platform. End users communicate defects and new requirements back to EU SPL designers for future product line releases.

3.1. End User Product Line Engineering

The EUPL process is composed of the (a) EU SPL Requirements Elicitation, (b) EU SPL Analysis Modeling, (c) EU SPL Design Modeling, (d) EU SPL Implementation, and (e) EU SPL User Application Testing sub-processes.

3.1.1. EU SPL Requirements Elicitation

EU SPL requirements elicitation helps define the overall scope of the product line. EU SPL designers with domain expertise work with end users to collect and document SPL requirements and feature model. EU SPL designers document end user requirements using Use Case modeling. Typical actors in smart spaces are humans. For instance, in a smart home SPL, depending on whether a person is a home resident or an intruder, the smart home can react in different ways. In addition to humans, smart spaces heavily depend on sensors, actuators, devices, and external systems to identify changes to the environment. For instance, a moisture sensor reading might be significant enough to notify a house resident of a possible flood. EU SPL designers document kernel use cases first followed by optional and alternative use cases.

Product line features are requirements or characteristics that are provided by one or more members of the SPL [7]. Feature modeling is used to capture feature commonality / variability and feature dependencies within the EU SPL. In addition, as part of this research, feature modeling was extended to capture feature dependencies in EUD environments (platforms) [8]. Product line features can be (a) platform independent to indicate that a feature does not depend on components or functionalities of a specific EUD environment, or (b) platform specific to indicate that a feature depends on components or functionalities of a specific EUD environment e.g., TeC, Jigsaw.

Feature models are derived by use case modeling. In a feature model, features are organized (a) as common or variable, (b) in feature groups, and (c) as parameterized features. Common features are features that exist in all products derived from the EU SPL. Variable features exist only in some SPL members. Variable features are further categorized as optional or alternative features. Optional features are noncompulsory features that depend on other common or variant features. Alternative features are used to describe mutually exclusive features.

Feature groups are used for grouping similar features. Feature groups can be classified as: (a) exactly-one-of, (b) zero-or-one-of, (c) at-least-one-of and (d) zero-or-more-of. Exactly-one-of feature groups indicate that only one feature from a feature group can be present in an end user application. Exactly-one-of feature groups are used to group alternative features, exactly one of which must be selected during application derivation. Zero-or-one-of feature groups are also used to group alternative features, one or none of which can be selected during application derivation. At-least-one-of feature groups are used to indicate that at least one feature of the feature group must be selected during application derivation. Zero-or-more-of feature groups are used to indicate that zero or
more features of the feature group can be selected during application derivation.

Parameterized features are features that can be configured at application deployment time. In the feature model, features are decorated with the «platform-specific» and «platform-independent» UML stereotypes to indicate whether a feature is specific to an EUD environment.

3.1.2. EU SPL Analysis Modeling

EU SPL Analysis modeling consists of static modeling, component structuring, dynamic modeling and feature/component modeling. The EU SPL static model captures the product line components needed to realize the use cases defined and feature model. In addition, component structuring is performed to capture the component reuse stereotype, role stereotype and platform dependencies. This research used UML stereotypes to classify the EU SPL components. To capture component reuse characteristics, the following reuse stereotypes are used: «kernel», «optional», «variant», «default». This research uses the PLUS method role stereotypes to capture the application purpose of each component [7]. For example, a component can be «entity», «control», «timer», etc. Components that are only applicable to specific EUD environments are annotated with the «platform-specific» stereotype.

EU SPL designers use dynamic modeling to capture the object interactions needed to satisfy EU SPL features. UML sequence diagrams are used to model object interactions. Sequence diagrams model the message interaction of objects based on a time sequence [9]. Sequence diagrams are developed for all features defined in the feature model of the EU SPL.

Feature/component modeling is used for mapping features to the components need to realize the feature. This research utilized a table structure to capture this type of relationship.

3.1.3. EU SPL Design Modeling

EU SPL Analysis modeling focus on the analysis of the problem domain, EU SPL Design modeling maps the EU SPL Analysis model to the solution domain [10]. During EU SPL Design modeling the component inter-feature communication, component relationships and component interface models are defined.

As EU SPL designers define features and the components that implement each feature, they might determine situations where components of one feature need to communicate with components of other features to accomplish a task. This research utilized the subscription/notification design pattern for inter-feature component communication. The idea is that instead of components sending messages directly to each other, message broker components are provided as intermediaries. Components can send messages to the message broker, which then notifies subscribed components that have registered with the message broker.

UML component diagrams are used by EU SPL designers to capture (a) components available in a smart home, (b) component relationships, and (c) provided and required interfaces needed for components to communicate with each other.

The components are decorated with UML stereotypes to indicate whether a component is kernel, optional, or variant. Furthermore additional stereotypes are used to capture the role of each component. For instance, a component can be a «message-broker» component, a «coordinator» component etc. Components can also have a multiplicity indicator to indicate the number of component instances in a smart space. For example, components can have 1…* multiplicity that indicates that there are one or more component instances in the smart space. The connections between components also indicate the required and provided interfaces between components.

EU SPL implementation is the process for implementing the code of each SPL component.

3.2. End User Application Engineering

The EUAE process is composed of the (a) End User Application Requirements Selection, (b) End User Application Derivation, (c) End User Application Deployment and (d) End User Application Testing sub-processes.

The End User Application Requirements Selection process is used by end users to specify the required SPL features for their spaces. The selected features need to be compatible with other features selected from the EU SPL. For instance, an end user cannot select two alternative features or select zero features from an at-least-one-of feature group. The outcome of the EU application requirements process is a derived feature model that captures the features selected by the end user.

The End User Application Derivation process is responsible for deriving the end user application based on the end user feature selections. In detail, the components, component connectors, and component configuration parameters that realize the selected features are derived from the EU SPL Repository to create the application architecture.

The End User Application Deployment process involves end users deploying the derived applications to their smart spaces. During application deployment, EUD environments map and deploy the derived application to a set of devices available in the smart space.

4. End User Software Product Line Prototype Development Environment
The End User Software Product Line Prototype (EUSPLP) development environment was created to validate this research. The EUSPLP environment was designed to support end users and extend EUD environments for smart spaces with SPL capability. The environment provides end user oriented interfaces to enable EU SPL designers to develop the End User SPL and end users to derive applications that can execute in a TeC EUD environment.

TeC is an event driven generic architectural style that enables end users to design and deploy personalized software for their spaces. It provides a diagrammatic language for application creation of a collection of activities that work together to achieve a common goal [11].

To evaluate the EUSPLP, we developed several EU SPLs for smart spaces utilizing the prototype, derived applications from the product lines created, and deployed derived applications to the TeC EUD environment Android simulator [12].

4.1. EUSPLP System Architecture

Figure 2 shows the EUSPLP subsystem architecture and processes. The EUSPLP subsystem is composed of four subsystems: (1) EU SPL Development, (2) Application Derivation, (3) Application Distributor, and (4) TeC EUSPLP Adaptor. EU SPL Development subsystem provides the user interface, services, and storage mechanisms for EU SPL designers to create and edit end user product lines. The Application Derivation subsystem provides the user interface, services and storage mechanisms for end users to derive TeC applications. The Application Distributor subsystem provides services for external systems to query and retrieve the derived application. The TeC EUSPLP Adaptor subsystem is responsible for acquiring the application derivation specification from the Application Distribution subsystem and sending it to the target TeC EUD environment to be stored in the TeC database. End users utilize the TeC EUD environment to complete the application deployment.

The EUSPLP supports three major processes shown in Figure 2: (1) EU SPL Development, (2) Application Derivation, and (3) Application Deployment. The EU SPL Development process enables end users to develop and store EU SPLs that are used for deriving EU applications. The Application Derivation process enables end users to derive applications for their smart spaces. Finally, the Application deployment process enables end users to import derived applications to the TeC environment and deploy them to their smart spaces.

4.2. EU SPL Development

Figure 3 shows the user interface of the EU SPL Editor used to develop EU SPLs. The user interface utilizes an interactive tree structure for representing the EU SPL feature model and a drag and drop interface for component designs to make it easier for EU SPL designers to use. The user interface consists of: (1) The Feature Model section, (2) The Feature Architecture section, (3) The Component Types section, and (4) The Connector Parameter Table.

The Feature Model section was implemented in JavaScript by customizing and extending the jTree [13] tree plugin of the jQuery technology. The Feature Model organizes product line features and feature groups in a tree structure. Each feature is decorated with a feature symbol to indicate the feature type. Common features are represented with the exclamation point “!” symbol. Optional features are represented with the question mark “?” symbol. Alternative and default features are represented respectively with the black “x” and white “x” symbols. The feature groups supported by the prototype are (a) zero-or-more (b) zero-or-one (c) one or more and (d) exactly-one. The EUSPLP uses the crow’s foot notation [14] to capture the cardinality of a feature group. The reason that Crow’s foot notation was used in the EUSPLP was because the notation is widely used to represent entity relationships in data models.

The Feature Architecture section shown in Figure 3 is used to capture the component/connector specifi-
cation that realizes each feature. This section utilizes a drag and drop interface, because it is widely used by end users [15]. EU SPL designers can drag and drop components to the feature architecture section and connect them together. The feature architecture section was created in this research by customizing and extending the community edition of the jsPlumb [16] JavaScript Library.

The Parameter Table section specifies all parameters that need to be configured either by the EU SPL designer or by the end users during application derivation. The parameter table user interface is created by extending the editablegrid [17] JavaScript libraries. The Parameter Table displays all component connector properties applicable to a selected feature from the feature model. The table gets auto populated with the relevant component parameters as EU SPL designers connect components in the Feature Architecture section.

After SPL designers complete creating the product line features, they submit the EU SPL to the EU SPL Development subsystem for storage. The EU SPL Development subsystem first stores the EU SPL visual representation shown on step “1.1 Store EU SPL Visual Representation” in Figure 2. Then the EU SPL Development subsystem transforms the EU SPL visual representation to a Java object structure representing the SPL. The Java objects are serialized to JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [18] objects in the file system for long term storage shown on step “1.2 Store TEC PSPL” in in Figure 2. JSON is a lightweight human readable data format alternative to XML.

Figure 3 shows the EU SPL for the smart home case study that was developed as part of this research in the EUSPLP. The smart home EU SPL Feature Model section consists of different features and feature groups. For instance the smart home EU SPL has one common feature called “Smart Home”. The EU SPL contains the exactly-one-of feature group “Phone Alert” that depends on the “Smart Home” feature. The “Phone Alert” feature group contains two alternative features the “Audio” and “Video”. Another example is the one-or-more feature group “Net Notifications” that also depends on the “Smart Home” feature and contains two features that can exist together in derived applications, the “Text” and “Email” features. The Feature Architecture section in Figure 3 shows the component architecture of “Email” feature. The component types section shows the component types that can realize each feature. Finally, the Connector Parameter table in Figure 3 shows all the configuration parameters of the “Email” feature.

4.3. End User Application Derivation

During application derivation, end users are presented with the end user view of the feature model, the Feature Selection Section, the Application Architecture section and the Application Parameter table shown in Figure 4. End users select the desired features for their EU application and the EUSPLP automatically derives the application architecture.

The nodes of the feature selection section represent common, optional and alternative features. Checkboxes represent optional features and radio boxes represent alternative features. Common features are represented as pre-selected checkboxes. End
users, based on their requirements and their smart space configurations, select a feature combination from the feature model, configure the feature parameter table and submit their selections to the EUSPLP Application Derivation subsystem as shown on step “2 Submit Feature Selection” in Figure 2. The Application Derivation subsystem extracts the component architecture of the selected features from the SPL and composes the end user application as shown on step 2.1 in Figure 2. The end user application (TeC App) is serialized to JSON in the file system shown on step 2.2 in Figure 2.

4.4. End User Application Deployment

During application deployment, end users utilize the TeC EUSPLP adaptor to import the derived application to their TeC EUD environment as shown on steps 3 to 3.6 in Figure 2. Figure 4 shows the EUSPLP Feature Selection User Interface for the smart home product line. In this example three features are selected from the smart home product line: “Audio”, “Text” and “Door”. The left side of Figure 4 shows the application architecture of the selected features. Based on the selected features the EU application JSON representation for the TeC environment is derived. The EU application JSON is distributed to the TeC Android platform simulator when the EU application is deployed.

5. EU SPL Testing Approach

As part of this research an overall testing approach was defined to test EU SPLs and derived applications. The EU SPL Testing Approach is a hybrid approach that builds on the testing methods described by Abu-Matar [18] and Olimpiev [19]. Abu-Matar used static SPL consistency test cases to test SPLs and derived applications created in his research. Olimpiev described an approach for defining test cases for each feature that can be retrieved and executed during application derivation. Similarly, the test cases created in this research consist of: consistency test cases for testing the EU SPL and the derived applications; and test cases for each feature that can be executed during product line creation, application derivation and application deployment.

Figure 5 shows the overall EU SPL Testing Approach used to test EU SPLs and derived applications. The testing approach is composed of: (a) EU SPL Testing, (b) EU Application Testing, and (c) EU Application Deployment Testing processes. The EU SPL Testing process, which is used for testing the SPL, consists of EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking and Feature-based Integration Testing. EU SPL Feature-based Consistency Checking executes static test cases to verify feature and feature group dependencies. Feature-based Integration consists of integration test cases defined by EU SPL designers to test the EU SPL. In particular, integration test cases are developed for every feature and feature combination in the EU SPL to test the component interconnections. As shown in Figure 5, Feature-based Integration test cases are stored in the EU SPL Repository for usage during application derivation.

The EU Application Testing Process, which is responsible for testing applications derived from the EU SPL, consists of EU Application Feature-based Consistency Checking and EU Application Feature-
based Integration Testing. EU Application Feature-based Consistency Checking contains static test cases used to verify the compatibility of features that comprise the derived application. EU Application Feature-based Integration involves executing integration test cases to test the component architecture and implementation of the derived application. The integration test cases are a subset of the EU SPL integration test cases and are based on the selected features that comprise the derived application. As shown in Figure 5, Feature-based Integration test cases to test the derived application are selected from the EU SPL Repository corresponding to the features selected by the end user.

The EU Application Deployment Testing Process shown in Figure 5, is responsible for testing the distributed deployment and execution of the TeC derived application. In detail, during the deployment testing process, EU Application Deployment Feature-based Integration Testing involves executing integration test cases to test the deployment and execution of components and their interconnections in the environment. The integration test cases are the same ones used during EU Application Feature-based Integration Testing. The integration test cases are reused to test the deployment of the derived application.

The Feature-based integration test cases provide test coverage of each feature and component during EU SPL Testing, EU Application Testing and EU Application Deployment Testing. In particular test cases are developed to: (a) test each component (b) test each feature by testing the components and connectors that realize the feature (c) If a feature depends on other features, test the feature in combination with the features it depends on.

6. Evaluation

To validate this research a smart home EU SPL case study was created with 24 common and variant features organized in different feature groups. In addition, 32 kernel and variant components were created to realize these features. The case study has features from the domains of home automation, home security, home notifications, home maintenance, resident comfort and energy conservation.

The case study was developed following the EU SPL Engineering process. In particular, the End User Product Line Engineering process was used to design and develop the case study and the End User Application Engineering process was used to derive applications. All features of the smart home EU SPL case study were implemented using the prototype's EU SPL development subsystem. In addition, several applications were derived from the smart home EU SPL using the application derivation interface of the EUSPLP. The derived applications were deployed to the TeC Android simulator.

To test the smart home EU SPL this research developed and executed 32 EU SPL feature-based consistency test cases. Examples of EU SPL consistency test cases are “Zero-or-more-of Feature Group contains Optional Feature”, “Common Feature contains Kernel Component”, etc. Furthermore 79 feature-based integration test cases were developed and executed to test individual component connectors, multi-component interactions of dependent features and feature interactions. To execute both consistency and feature-based test cases, this research developed a testing framework that can simulate a TeC EUD environment. All consistency and feature-based test
cases were executed successfully in the smart home EU SPL case study using the testing framework.

For testing derived applications from the smart home case study, 13 EU application consistency test cases were developed to ensure the validity of the application feature selection. An example of a consistency test case is “All Common Features were selected”. In addition, the applicable feature-based integration test cases for the features that comprise the derived application were used to test the component architecture and implementation of the application. The testing framework was used to execute consistency and feature based test cases. For all derived applications of the smart home EU SPL, all consistency and feature based test cases were executed successfully.

Finally, to test the deployment of the derived applications, the feature based test cases from EU application testing were executed in the TeC Android simulator utilizing the simulator’s testing interface. For all the derived applications from the smart home case study that were deployed to the TeC simulator, all test cases executed successfully.

7. Related Work

Our research builds on prior work in EUD environments for smart spaces, SPL methods, and current SPL approaches for end users and smart spaces. The functionality provided by EUD environments for smart spaces can be grouped in two general areas: smart space configuration and context aware environments. Smart space configuration environments enable end users to control and combine functionality of devices. Jigsaw[20], and Puzzle [21] are some examples. Context aware environments create rules based on user context (activity, location, identity, time) and device functions. PIP [22], FedNet [4], GALLAG Strip[23], and TeC [11] are some examples. Current EUD environments for smart spaces do not address reuse. End user applications are created for specific environments and are not portable to other environments. For instance, an end user application for TeC is only applicable for the TeC EUD environment and cannot be reused for Jigsaw. In contrast, our research extended existing EUD environments for smart spaces with product line support.

SPL methods such as ISO ISO/IEC 26550 [24], PLUS [29], COPA [25], and KobrA[26] address the problem of modeling variability in SPLs and provide processes to design SPLs and derive applications from them. The research described in this paper has extended current SPL approaches to provide support for EUD development and smart spaces.

Current research on utilizing SPL concepts for end users and smart spaces includes SimPL [27] and Perez et al.[28]. As with our research, SimPL uses components, connectors and triggers to create application logic. Perez et al. utilize variability engineer-

8. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has described a systematic approach and development environment for designing, developing, and testing EU SPLs that end users can use to derive applications for their smart spaces. This approach offloads the end user the task of developing the SPL software. Instead, the end user selects features from a feature model and the environment derives the application architecture and implementation. A user study [29] showed the feasibility of this approach. This research defined the EU SPL process, which provides a step by step process for designing, developing, and testing EU SPLs. The EU SPL process extended existing SPL approaches to end user development and smart spaces, as well as for deriving EU applications. The EUSPLP development environment was developed to enable the implementation of EU SPLs and application derivation for smart spaces. A testing approach was developed to test the EU SPLs and derived applications created using the EUSPLP development environment. The overall contributions of this research are the End User Product Line Engineering process, the EUSPLP development environment, and the EU SPL testing approach.

This research will continue by investigating and expanding the EUSPLP environment with smart space security models for EUSPLs. Another area for extending this research is end user visual languages for EU SPLs. This research performed a preliminary user study [29] to investigate different visual symbols for representing feature types, user interfaces for creating EU SPLs, and deriving applications for smart spaces. An extension of the original user study could be conducted to evaluate and enhance the EUSPLP visual language and user interface. EU SPL testing is another area for future research. The testing framework developed in this research could be enhanced by investigating approaches to automatically generate test cases based on feature dependencies and component relationships, in addition to test cases provided by EU SPL designers.
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